CITY COUNCIL CONSIDERATION ITEM
CITY OF FAIR OAKS RANCH, TEXAS
June 17, 2019

AGENDA TOPIC:
DATE:

DEPARTMENT:

PRESENTED BY:

Discussion and possible action regarding Councilmember Hartpence’s
“Rethinking The Water/Wastewater Master Plan” summary.
June 17, 2019
City Council

Councilmember Hartpence, Place 3

INTRODUCTION/BACKGROUND:

Councilmember Hartpence requested this agenda item. Attachments are as follows:
•
•

Councilmember Hartpence’s “Rethinking The Water/Wastewater Master Plan” summary.
City Manager’s Response Memorandum

POLICY ANALYSIS/BENEFIT(S) TO CITIZENS:
TBD

LONGTERM FINANCIAL & BUDGETARY IMPACT:
TBD

LEGAL ANALYSIS:
TBD

RECOMMENDATION/PROPOSED MOTION:
No formal action is required but the City Manager would appreciate receiving insight and general
direction from the Council regarding the implementation of the adopted Water and Wastewater
Master Plan.
This agenda item was posted for discussion and possible action so the City Council has the ability
to advance a motion should you desire.
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RETHINKING THE WATER/WASTEWATER MASTER PLAN
Summary

I remain concerned that the Master Plan overstates future water and wastewater capacity requirements. The potential
consequence is unnecessary capital expenditure. This is not a sudden attempt on my part to undermine the Master Plan
which I believe to be thorough and very well done. I do question some of the underlying assumptions and I have often
expressed these thoughts over the last two years. But I have never put it all together in a single document. I ask only
that the Council give some thought to the analysis and the recommendations that come from it.
The foundation of the Master Plan is based on three worst-case capacity assumptions:
1. The number of water and wastewater connections at full build out are assumed to be the maximum possible
number. That is not likely to happen and is not consistent with our Comprehensive Plan
2. The study assumes daily peaking factors of 2.5 for water and 3.5 for wastewater. Each is higher than our
operating history would suggest.
3. No allowance is made for current standards for toilets, showers, etc. that will assure lower average daily
consumption than the Master Plan assumes.

The Cost

None of these worst-case assumptions are likely to be realized. Taken together, they cause future capacity
requirements to be significantly overstated. Meeting these overstated capacity requirements leads to unaffordable and
unnecessary capital expenditures:
Water and Wastewater Master Plan Capital Expenditures
Millions of $
Short Term
Mid Term
Long Term
Totals
Water
$9.456
$14.194
$10.194
$33.844
Wastewater
$25.303
$5.469
$0.739
$31.511
Totals
$34.759
$19.663
$10.933
$65.355
Putting this on a per household basis, assume half of the money comes from other sources such as developer impact
fees. This gives $17.4 million in short term capital to be spread across 3,000 homes or $5800 per family. Looking at
short/mid term/long term investment, the household investment at buildout assuming 4,500 homes is $7,200. While
this will certainly be spread over a number of years, it is still a large number and worth careful study.
Making realistic assumptions about future capacity leads to the likelihood that no additional water supply is needed and
a new wastewater plant is not required. Of course there will still be very significant capital expenditures but they will be
somewhat reduced from the Master Plan projection.

Projected Connections Are Overstated

Here are the Freese-Nichols 2019 Master Plan projected connections:

Before discussing these projections, it is worth noting that an August 2015 Freese-Nichols report projected buildout
water connections to be 10,500 and wastewater connections to be 8,324. Less than four years later, their water
connection estimate has decreased 53% and their wastewater connection projection is down by 58%. So it is reasonable
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for us to take a close look at their latest projections while recognizing that projections come mainly from the
assumptions we have given them.
Back to the 2019 Master Plan: Compared to 2018, water connections are projected to increase by 2,034 or 71% and
wastewater connections are projected to increase by 1,762 or 101%.
The largest single factor in this increase is the assumption that The Reserve will have 645 water and wastewater
connections at buildout. That is unlikely to happen. We are protected by the Development Agreement on this property
until 2033 (refer to Attachment 1 which discusses this in detail). If we are unified as a Council and have the will to
enforce the Development Agreement, we have a legal right to assert the property is limited to 86 homes. That gives us a
sound bargaining position. We can then offer modest density concessions to the developer in return for a new DA that
is consistent with our Comprehensive Plan and the character of the north side of our city. That is a win for us and a win
for the developer. Stone Creek Ranch is a good model for development in that area, particularly the use of individual
septic systems. For Master Plan purposes, I suggest we assume Stone Creek density (245 water connections and no
wastewater connections). I believe the number of homes will ultimately be significantly less than 245, but it is a
reasonable upper limit for capacity planning.
We should also take a fresh look at Oak Bend Estates. Platting was more than ten years ago and nothing has happened
since then. The Master Plan should reflect bringing this property into conformance with Rural Residential zoning which
would reduce this to something like 30 lots rather than 138. There is also no reason to provide wastewater service to
OBE because nothing else in the area has it and the developer already has approval for residential OSSF (septic systems).
We should work with the OBE developer to rethink the property in a way that helps both of us. One thought is to offer
to work with Comal and Kendall to move the property into Boerne ISD… that is something we might be able to do that
the developer couldn’t and it would significantly boost property value. For Master Plan purposes, I suggest we assume
50 water connections and no wastewater connections (reduction of 80 water and 130 wastewater connections).
Making the assumption we do not extend wastewater to the north allows us to eliminate the WW service to adjacent
properties: SU2 (25); SU14 (19); SU15 (16); SU17 (36); SU18 (10); SU4/5/8/11/16 (36). That is a further reduction of 142
wastewater connections.
The reduction in connections now makes the buildout projections for connections look like this:
PROJECTED WET UTILITY CONNECTIONS AT BUILDOUT
Water Wastewater
4914
3502
Draft Master Plan (at buildout)
2018 (current)
2880
1740
Net MP increase
2034
1762
% Increase
71%
101%
Proposed MP Reductions
480
917
Net MP increase after reductions 1554
845
% increase after reductions
54%
49%
Proposed connections at buildout

4434

2585

The reduction in connections provides a direct reduction in the capacity required at buildout. For water, the maximum
day demand (MGD) becomes 6.14*(4434/4914)= 5.54 MGD. For wastewater, the peak wet weather flow (MGD)
becomes 1.96*(2585/3502)= 1.45 MGD. Expressed in table form:
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REQUIRED WATER AND WASTEWATER CAPACITY AT BUILDOUT (MGD)
Water
Wastewater
Draft Master Plan (existing)
6.14
1.96
Draft Master Plan (after reductions)
5.54
1.45
% reduction
9.8%
26.0%

Other Factors Contributing to Overestimating Future Water Needs
Here is historical and projected water demand chart with some notes I added:

The projected capacity does not account for reduced consumption by residents
The chart shows there was a 16% increase in connections from 2010 to 2016. Yet the Average Daily Demand (ADD) was
1.23 MGD in 2010 and an identical 1.23 MGD in 2016. Why is that? It is because the ADD for each connection was 504
gallons per day (GPD) in 2010 and 433 GPD in 2016. Households used less water. The exceptions were 2011 which was
the year of record drought with only 14” of rainfall and 2017 which was 521 GPD likely because of the water line
installations and testing, not because homeowners used more water. Going forward, the model uses a factor of 500
GPD per connection. I believe this is significantly overstated because all of the new connections will be made using low
flow plumbing fixtures which will likely drive the GPD per connection down to 400 or less. Also, Aqua Hawk will drive
sown the amount of water due to leaks. Finally, there are 183 connections in the mixed use village most of which will
have no demand for landscape watering. I conclude that using 450 GPD for each connection is a very conservative
estimate. Note that this is a 10% reduction from the 500 GPD projection.
If my assumptions are correct, we should see 2018 data revert to the norm of around 450 GPD per connection.
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The peaking factor of 2.5 is too high
The peaking factor is overstated for these reasons:
• It takes the worst day in 10 years and makes that the design goal for every day.
• There was no analysis of why the peaking factor was so large on a handful of days. Perhaps it was purging fire
hydrants. In 2017 it might have been testing the new water lines on Meadow Creek Trail. Maybe it was a water
line break. Whatever the cause, it is likely something that can be planned for and controlled. It is improbable
that residential can ever be 2.5 times the average daily use. In fact, the original Freese & Nichols report of
8/17/2015 recommended a peaking factor of 2.25.
• The use of 100% of the Maximum Day Demand as the capacity requirement for our system makes no use of the
enormous amount of water in our storage tanks which can be used to satisfy peak demand. In fact, not using
our storage is intentional as stated in the 2015 F&N report: “Maximum day… determines the ability of the
system to maintain full storage facilities during maximum day demands” (emphasis added). That doesn’t make
sense from a practical viewpoint. The main reason to have large storage volumes is to manage demand
fluctuations. We currently have 3.25 million gallons of storage. Assuming our water tower adds 500,000
gallons, which gives us 3.75 million gallons of water to take care of high demand days. As the Master Plan points
out: “Because additional supply is needed in Zones A and B, new infrastructure would be required to convey the
current Zone C supply to Zones A and B…”. If we take advantage of our storage capacity, we could
conservatively use a peaking factor of 1.75 and be just fine. To be even more conservative, let’s assume a
peaking factor of 2.0. That is a 20% reduction from the 2.5 peaking factor used in the model.
The water capacity is more likely to be 4 MGD rather than the 6.14 MGD in the Master Plan
The draft Master Plan currently says we should have 6.14 MGD capacity at buildout. I propose reducing that to account
for fewer connections, reduced consumption and a lower peaking factor. Applying these three factors:
6.14*.902*.9*.8= 3.99 MGD. Let’s just call that 4 MGD. That is a conservative estimate based on a rational
consideration of demand rather than worst case assumptions.
We have no need for additional water supply
The draft Master Plan states that we need additional water supply beyond our current well capacity and our
commitment from GBRA (Canyon Lake water). This is both expensive an unnecessary. Average daily demand in the
draft Master Plan is stated as 2.47 MGD which is 2767 acre feet annually. Applying the corrections for number of
connections and reduced consumption gives an annual demand of 2767*.902*.9= 2246 acre feet at buildout. The Grant
Snyder water study of 1/5/2016 states: “The projected total available Public Water Supply that is available to FOR
should be assumed to be approximately 3,450 AFY. This value includes the sum of surface water and groundwater
availability to FOR.” That tells us we will be using only 65% of our capacity at full buildout using water sources
already in hand. There is no need for additional water supply.
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Factors Contributing to the Overestimate of Projected Wastewater Capacity

I start from the premise that we should seriously consider any options that allow us to avoid a short term need for $25
million in wastewater capital. The only way to do that is to upgrade our existing wastewater treatment plant and avoid
the much larger capital expenditure required to build a new plant. I believe that can be done.
We should not build wastewater infrastructure in the northern areas of the city west of Ralph Fair Rd
We should not extend wastewater treatment into these areas. Doing so is the main driver of the perceived need to
build a new wastewater plant. If you look at the map, there is a vast northern area of no wastewater connections other
than Setterfeld. It is the norm to have large lots and septic systems. Stone Creek is a great development without city
wastewater service. Whatever happens at The Reserve should be the same. As noted above, 142 other tracts in this
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area should not have service. Finally, building infrastructure in these areas invites higher density development… if you
build it they will come.
The peaking factor of 3.5 due to “wet weather” is overstated
There is no basis for this assumption. The F&N report says “A wet weather peaking factor of 3.5 was selected in absence
of historical peak flow data based on discussions with City staff…”. But there is an abundance of historical data. We all
saw the daily logs going back many years kept during our tour of the wastewater plant. We should ask why F&N
believed there was no data. For example, there is an Adrian Garcia spreadsheet from June 2016 that provides a lot of
historical data. It shows 16” of rain in May 2015 which dwarfs any other rain from 2012-2016 and likely to the present
day. The effluent that month was 11.7 million gallons which also dwarfs any other month in that period (next largest
was 9.2 MG in May 2016 which had 8.35” of rain). The point is we should examine the daily records for this
extraordinary month to derive the real peaking factor of our system. This is a real life experiment that we could never
duplicate with simulation. I don’t know the correct peaking factor, so let’s let the data tell us what is should be.
There is no need to build a new wastewater treatment plant
The existing plant has plenty of area to satisfy our capacity requirements after adjusting for reduced connections. It can
also be upgraded to minimize odor and reduce sludge volume. Here is a capacity analysis I did in 2016:

The Kimley-Horn study of July 2014 shows us how to make the current site work.
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Regarding making the plant odor free:

Regarding sludge drying and disposal:

It seems likely we can upgrade the existing plant work for a fraction of the cost of a new WWTP. If we have problems with
neighbors, we can buy them out through negotiation or exercise of eminent domain.

Recommendations
The Water/Wastewater Master Plan has a tremendous amount of useful data. But its conclusions are based on what I
believe to be worst case numbers of connections, average daily demand and peaking factors. I suggest the following:
• Add a section to the Master Plan that describes what we expect to happen making reasonable assumptions while
leaving the rest of the Master Plan unchanged as a worst-case scenario. Future Council’s will find this useful.
• Hire an engineering firm to perform a concept study on what is necessary to upgrade the existing wastewater
plant to a modern standard and to define what the maximum capacity of the plant would be. The study should
also consider how to sustain operations during the upgrade.
• Adopt a policy that wastewater service will not be extended north of the city on the west side of Ralph Fair Road.
• Commit to a negotiation strategy for The Reserve that makes use of the strong position we have based on the
Development Agreement. See Attachment 1 for details.
• Adopt the mindset that our CCNs give us the right of first refusal to provide water and wastewater service and that
they are not an unbreakable commitment to do so.

Steve Hartpence
June 13, 2019
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Attachment 1
NEGOTIATING THE FUTURE OF THE RESERVE
Background
The Reserve (no longer the name but we all refer to it that way) is the 345 acre property bordered on the south and
west by Ammann Rd. The property is mainly in Kendall County but 2.45 acres on the Southeast corner are in Comal
County.
The issues surrounding The Reserve and what it will ultimately become is at the heart of our city’s future and has been
so since at least 2013. I will not review the history here because it is a long and complex story. Suffice it to say our city,
our city staff and our city council would look far different today if more than 2,500 residents had not rose up and
demanded an end to the unchecked development that was becoming the norm for Fair Oaks Ranch. The opposition to
this was crystalized by the plan to squeeze 645 homes into 345 acres in an area designated for homes of six acres or
more in the 2008 Comprehensive Plan.
Development Agreement
We have a DA that remains in force until 2033. Here are some of the key points:
• It allows a maximum of 645 homes.
• It requires the developer to create a Public Improvement District (PID)
• It requires water to be supplied from groundwater wells: “The source shall be groundwater obtained from the
drilling of a public water supply well(s).” This requirement makes the property subject to Cow Creek GCD
regulations.
• It envisions a standalone system not connected to the city water system.
• It requires test wells be drilled to demonstrate adequate capacity.
• It requires the city to extend its water CCN to cover the property.
• It requires the developer to build an onsite wastewater treatment plant not connected to the city’s wastewater
plant.
• It requires the developer to apply for annexation but the city is not required to annex the property.
• It protects the city from being sued for financial damages: “……it is understood and agreed that no Party will
seek or recover actual, consequential or any other type of monetary damages or awards.”
Consequences of the Development Agreement
In 2014 the City Council voted not to annex The Reserve as a result of the residents’ outrage over the planned density.
The reason for not annexing was that it allowed the property to remain under Cow Creek GCD oversight, specifically Rule
10.3 which states “For a community water system or a retail public water utility, which utilizes groundwater as a source
of supply, the beneficial use without waste requirement of Rule 10.2 shall be based on one single family residential unit
connection per four (4) acres of service area…” Applying this rule to the 345 acres allows a maximum of 86 homes and is
consistent with our latest Comprehensive Plan and Land Use Map.
The Council chose not to annex this property in 2018 to ensure the property remained under Cow Creek jurisdiction.
Had the property been annexed, it would have moved to the Trinity-Glen Rose GCD which has no rule regarding density.
Also worth noting is paragraph 301.1700 of the Kendall County development rules which provides a similar restriction
that would limit the development to 114 homes.
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Are the Cow Creek rules enforceable?
Cow Creek GCD does enforce this rule. But because it has never been challenged in court, it is uncertain what the
outcome might be. However, there is a strong willingness on the part of Cow Creek to enforce it. On October 11, 2017,
Mary McConnell and I met with Micah Voulgaris, the General Manager of Cow Creek GCD. Here are some excerpts from
my meeting notes:
• The developer must have CCGCD permits to drill wells on the property. Mr. Voulgaris will only issue permits for
the amount of water described in CCGCD Rule 10.3. That translates into 86 homes (344.65 acres ÷ 4 acre
minimum).
• If the developer fails to obtain the permits, CCGCD would impose a fine of $10,000 per day. This is not an idle
threat. Tapatio Springs Golf Resort was fined at that rate for ignoring the CCGCD regulation and eventually
complied with Rule 10.3. So in that case at least, the rule proved to be enforceable.
• Mr. Voulgaris stated his belief that Kendall County Rule 301.1700 is enforceable.
What should the city’s position be regarding density?
The Cow Creek rules give us a position of strength in any negotiation. Very simply we should require development of
The Reserve to comply with the Rural Residential guidelines in our Comprehensive Plan:

From this strong negotiating position, we can and should be open to reasonable compromises with the developer
consistent with our goals of maintaining the rustic character and quality of life that caused us to move here in the first
place.
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MEMORANDUM
TO:

Councilmember Hartpence

FROM:

Tobin E. Maples, AICP, City Manager

DATE:

June 14, 2019

SUBJECT
Rethinking the Water/Wastewater Master Plan
DISCUSSION

Thank you for the time you took to thoroughly review the proposed Water, Wastewater, and
Reuse System Master Plan. I truly appreciate the feedback and your diligent service to the City.
This memorandum is offered as a response to the “Rethinking the Water/Wastewater Master
Plan” summary you discussed with me on March 5, 2019. A copy of your summary is attached.
Projected Connections
The consultant utilized information that is consistent with the comprehensive plan. If a new
development agreement can be reached with The Reserve, the consultant can provide an update
or addendum to the master plan report that revises the calculations and provides an updated
capital improvements plan. The update will not require the full effort of a master plan and the
findings can be summarized in a memorandum.
The plan assumes that all future growth in the City will be served by the wastewater system. This
is a critical assumption relative to our CCN obligations and the importance of limiting septic
systems as build-out advances. The City holds the wastewater CCN for the vast majority of
undeveloped land programed in the Comprehensive Plan and septic systems may pose an
environmental hazard if they are not properly maintained. Further, Chapter 43 of the Local
Government Code (LGC 43) mandates the provision of water and wastewater services to areas
annexed in 2017. The City addressed the provision of water and wastewater service within
adopted annexation service plans.
Water Demand Projections
The consultant selected conservative design criteria for our water demand projections that are
in line with historical water demands. In 2017 there were five days with water demands above
1|Page
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3 MGD. Recognizing the graphs in the report failed to include the 2017 data, we have included
an updated graph below. The revised graph illustrates that the 2017 data was higher than our
2018 projections (this information is also included in Tables 3-1 and 3-3 in the report). As a result,
the consultants do not feel comfortable reducing their design criteria. City staff concurs with the
consultants. Water design criteria should continue to be evaluated with future master plan
updates as more data is available. We also evaluated the 2018 data which had an average day
demand of 1.23 MGD and a maximum day demand of 3.16 MGD.

Additional water supply will be required at some point in the future, and water supply should be
planned to serve a maximum day demand in case there are multiple days of high demands in the
summer. The timing or volume of the future water supply may change based on future growth
patterns or water conservation, but it is recommended to plan for water supply well in advance.
Wastewater Flow Projections
As stated above, we assumed that all future growth in the City will be served by the wastewater
system. This is our obligation as the CCN holder and our mandate relative to areas annexed in
2017. Further, septic systems may pose an environmental hazard if they are not properly
maintained. The historical wet weather data is based on plant effluent data which is not
appropriate for sizing collection system infrastructure. Influent data to the plant is the
appropriate measure of peak wet weather flow because the effluent data is impacted by
equalization storage at the wastewater treatment plant. The storage and treatment process
dampen the peak wet weather flow, so the wastewater effluent is a lower number than the
influent peaking factor seen in the collection system. Additionally, some of the treated water is
used as non-potable water in the treatment plant process which further reduces the measured
2|Page
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amount of effluent from the plant. TCEQ recommends using a 4.0 peaking factor when other
data is not available (30 TAC §217.32 (a)(2)). Since the City had data from a Sanitary Sewer System
Evaluation study conducted in 2013, we felt comfortable using less than a 4.0 peaking factor.
Conclusion
Master plans are intended to be living documents that should be updated at least every 5
years. If development or water and wastewater use patterns are changing rapidly, a small update
or addendum to the existing report is recommended before the 5-year update. As the dominate
water and sewer CCN holder, we must plan for the delivery of services within our service area
that are based on land use assumptions adopted in the Comprehensive Plan, annexation service
plans, and all existing water agreements.
Oak Bend Estates provides a good example of our planning obligations. The owner has an existing
water agreement with the city for future water supply for 138 lots. Further, the owner has been
paying on that agreement since 2008. Accordingly, the city is not in a position to arbitrarily lower
the lot yield from 138 to 30 as you assumed. This planning scenario holds true for any area vested
with a water agreement, development agreement, etc., inclusive of the service plans we were
required to adopt as part of the 2017 annexation initiative. Accordingly, I am diametrically
opposed to your position and recommend that the City Council implement the Master Water,
Wastewater, and Reuse Plan as adopted.
Summary of my response is as follows:
•

Your assumptions are arbitrary and capricious and are in direct conflict with mandated
CCN holder obligations, updated land use assumptions, and existing water reservation
agreements approved by City Council. A position of this nature may result in a petition
to be released from the CCN and/or a request to consent to the creation of a special
taxing district (WCID, MUD, etc.).

•

Your position to circumvent the provision of water and wastewater services to areas
annexed in 2017 is in direct conflict with Chapter 43 of the Local Government Code and
locally adopted annexation service plans. A position of this nature may result in a petition
to be de-annexed due to failure to provide water and wastewater services.

•

Build-out of the City with a septic system approach may pose an environmental hazard.
The provision of public wastewater service is the best practice.

•

If our adopted water and wastewater plan does not account for the delivery of service
within our CCN’s, we lose the vast majority of our negotiating leverage relative to
influencing desired land use patterns. This is especially true for areas with approved
development agreements in our ETJ and CCN.

•

If we don’t plan for and allow future connections to our water and wastewater system,
the owner/developer can advance immediate action to have the land released from the
CCN and de-annexed from city. In this scenario, the city would not have a seat at the
table as development occurs. This defeats the primary purpose of the 2017 annexation
initiative.
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•

TCEQ regulations state that wastewater treatment plant units may not be located closer
than 150 feet to the nearest property line. Our existing facility is not incompliance as
noted with TCEQ. Accordingly, expansion and modification of the existing plant will need
to account for the mitigation of our buffer zone limitations. Further, proximity to the
Edwards Aquifer Recharge Zone may limit expansion at the existing site relative to
permitting requirements for surface discharge to Waters of the State via a Texas
Pollutant Discharge Elimination System (TPDES).

•

The Master Water, Wastewater, and Reuse Plan does not state the City is responsible for
ALL of the capital cost referenced in your summary. Stating that ALL capital cost will be
borne by the City is misleading and simply not true. Specifically, framing the criticality of
water and wastewater projects identified in the Master Plan, inclusive of funding
responsibility, is the recommended next step as discussed in recent Strategic Action Plan
and Budget workshops.

•

The City currently assesses and collects both water and wastewater impact fees. The
rough proportionality justifications for said water and wastewater impact fees are
associated with a few of the projects identified in the Master Plan. The City is responsible
for allocating collected impact fees to the applicable projects.

•

The Prime Consulting Firm tasked with developing the Master Water, Wastewater and
Reuse Plan will not sign and seal a report based on your assumptions.
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